Language Service Providers (LSPs) give you the same translation basics. What makes ICD Translation stand out? We go above and beyond giving you the power.

**LSP Basics**

**SALES & SERVICE**
From Sales to Project Manager to Translator to Editor to Desktop Publisher to Proofreader. Many people are a part of a project.

**COMPETITIVE PRICING**
Pricing is driven by overhead and is quoted per word, page, hour or at a flat rate.

**UP TO DATE TECHNOLOGY**
Nowadays, most LSP’s have similar cloud-based technology.

**RELIABLE TRANSLATION**
Using a pool of translators, most LSP’s offer consistent translation in several languages.

**MEMORY ACCESS?**
Most LSP’s have a Translation Memory System (TMS).

**ICD Super Team**

**FRIENDLY SALES & SERVICE**
Consistent points of contact with Sales and Project Managers. Relationships are important to us.

**HONEST & FAIR PRICING**
We are privately owned and financially stable. We’ll work together to get you where you want to be.

**TECHNOLOGY FOCUSED**
CMS, LMS and website translation proxy service available. We consistently seek new tools to streamline the translation process.

**ACCURATE & TRUSTED TRANSLATION**
For over 25 years, we’ve built lasting partnerships with our native-speaking translators who understand the nuances of language, customs, and industry terminology.

**MEMORY ACCESS**
Translation Memory System (TMS). Searchable cloud access at anytime. We store your personal memory securely and indefinitely to save you money.

**ICD Super Powers**

“Faster than a speeding bullet!”
Yes, we are pretty darn quick.

“More powerful than a locomotive!”
We have a super team of professional native-speaking translators translating into over 75 world languages — that’s power!

“Able to leap tall buildings at a single bound!”
Ok, we can’t do this, but we CAN help you reach your target market, supersize your sales, and knockout your competition.

*We are also, really nice to work with (which now-a-days is considered “super”).
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